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bstract. The evaluation of perceived image quality in color prints
s a complex task due to its subjectivity and dimensionality. The
erceived quality of an image is influenced by a number of different
uality attributes. It is difficult and complicated to evaluate the influ-
nce of all attributes on overall image quality, and their influence on
ther attributes. Because of this difficulty, the most important at-
ributes of a color image should be identified to achieve a more
fficient and manageable evaluation of the image’s quality. Based
n a survey of the existing literature and a psychophysical experi-
ent, we identify and categorize existing image quality attributes to
ropose a refined selection of meaningful ones for the evaluation of
olor prints. © 2010 SPIE and IS&T. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3277145�

Introduction
echnology advancements are rapid in the printing indus-

ry. One goal of the printing industry, and a motivation for
urther advancements, is to produce high-quality prints both
ast and economically. New and more refined ways to deal
ith the limitations of a printing system are proposed con-

inuously to achieve high-quality prints. Quality assessment
s needed to show whether technology advances improve
he quality of a print.

There are basically two ways to judge image quality
IQ�: subjectively or objectively. Subjective evaluation is
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carried out by observers and is therefore influenced by the
human visual system �HVS�. Objective evaluation of IQ
can be carried out in many ways. One typical way is to use
measurement devices to gather numerical values. Another
way is to use algorithms, commonly known as IQ metrics,
in an attempt to quantify image quality. IQ metrics are usu-
ally developed to take into account properties of the HVS,
and thus have the goal of being well correlated with sub-
jective evaluations.

Both objective and subjective evaluation of IQ are de-
pendent on a number of quality attributes �QAs�, which are
terms of perception, such as sharpness, contrast, and
saturation.1 These QAs influence the overall IQ in different
ways, and knowledge about their importance can be used to
achieve an optimal reproduction of an image.2 The impor-
tance of different QAs has been investigated and acknowl-
edged by many researchers,2–11 but, so far, there is no
agreement on which QAs are the most important. In this
paper we focus on QAs for the evaluation of color prints.

For many years, a goal in IQ evaluation has been to
develop objective measures correlated with subjective qual-
ity. The advancements in this field have been driven by the
desire to reduce the dependence on human observers and
minimize both time and resources needed to quantify IQ.
To achieve this, the QAs used for the subjective evaluation
of quality need to be identified and their importance needs
to be assessed. These objective measures can be used to
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)1
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elp observers detect quality issues, identify where loss of
uality occurs in a printing workflow, or compare the qual-
ty of different printing systems.

IQ models have been created to establish a link between
ubjective and objective quality. These models are theories
f perception that enable the prediction of IQ.12 They are
ntended to describe the overall IQ of a system and to help
esearchers evaluate IQ. IQ models are composed of QAs,
hese models show how QAs relate to each other and their
nfluence on the overall IQ. The goal for IQ models is to
valuate all QAs and their relationships—a very difficult
nd complex task. Most IQ models reduce the complexity
y using a subset of the most important QAs. This subset
an be defined based on technological issues, by asking
bservers, or by a combination of the two. By defining a
ubset of QAs, the strengths and weaknesses of a given
ystem can be meaningfully represented with a relatively
mall number of QAs.13 Several IQ models have been
roposed,3,7,14,15 but the search for better and improved IQ
odels continues.
This paper identifies and categorizes existing QAs to

ropose a refined selection of meaningful QAs for the
valuation of color prints. These QAs can be used to create
link between subjective and objective IQ in an IQ model.
he identification and categorization of QAs can be used to
ssist in the evaluation of color prints and to improve or
evelop new evaluation methods, both objective and sub-
ective.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a survey
f QAs and IQ models. Section 3 discusses the selection of
mportant QAs for the evaluation of color prints. Section 4
escribes an experiment investigating a color workflow,
here QAs are evaluated by observers. Section 5 concludes

he discussion and suggests directions for further research
n this field.

State of the Art
brief survey of QAs and IQ models is given in this sec-

ion.

.1 Image Quality Attributes
orberg et al. evaluated overall quality, as well as color

endition, sharpness, contrast, detail rendition in highlight
nd shadow areas, color shift, gloss, mottle, and print ho-
ogeneity in a comparison of digital and traditional print

echnologies.5 In a study by Lindberg, 12 different QAs
overall quality, gamut, sharpness, contrast, tone quality,
etail highlights, detail shadow, gloss level, gloss variation,
olor shift, patchiness, mottle, and ordered noise� were
sed to evaluate color prints.4 Based on the evaluation per-
ormed by human observers, these 12 QAs were reduced to
wo orthogonal dimensions using factor analysis; one re-
ated to print mottle and one related to color gamut. These
wo dimensions accounted for almost all variation in the
ata set. Gast and Tse evaluated six different QAs, includ-
ng blur, noise, banding, color rendition, tone reproduction,
nd printer type.16 These QAs were evaluated in terms of
reference. Additionally, several researchers investigated
he importance of QAs such as sharpness,9 contrast,17 arti-
acts �for example, noise8 and banding10�, naturalness,2 and
olor.3,11,17–19
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011016-
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Research on the combined influence of QAs has been
carried out as well. In 1980, Sawyer investigated the influ-
ence of sharpness and graininess on perceived IQ as well as
their combined influence.6 Two years later, Bartleson inves-
tigated the combined influence of sharpness and graininess
on color prints.7 Both Sawyer and Bartleson showed results
in which the worst QA tended to determine the quality, and
a change in other QAs would not increase quality. In 1999
Natale-Hoffman et al. investigated the relationship between
color rendition and micro-uniformity on preference.13 This
was considered by the authors as a step toward predicting
preference without depending on human observers.

The identification of QAs has also been recognized as
important for IQ metrics. Morovic and Sun based an IQ
metric on perceptual QAs, where the QAs were determined
based on answers from observers.11 Lightness, hue, chro-
maticity, details, and contrast were found to be important.
Only the first three, being the most important according to
Morovic and Sun, were incorporated in the IQ metric
��Icm�. Later, Wang and Shang showed that defined QAs
were beneficial for training IQ metrics.20

2.2 Image Quality Models
A framework for IQ models was proposed by Bartleson in
1982.7 His approach was divided into three parts:

1. identification of important QAs
2. determination of relationships between scale values

and objective measures
3. combination of QA scale values to predict overall IQ.

Bartleson used this framework to investigate the combined
influence of sharpness and graininess on the quality of
color prints. This framework has the advantage of repre-
senting strengths and weaknesses of a given system by a
relatively small number of QAs. Because of this advantage
and the framework’s perceptual considerations, this frame-
work was adopted by several researchers.3,12,14 We also
adopted this framework for this paper, where we mainly
discuss the first part, identification of important QAs.

Dalal et al. followed Bartleson’s framework to create the
document appearance characterization system, which is a
two-sided appearance-based system composed of QAs: one
part for the printer and one for materials and stability.3 For
most QAs in the system, the evaluation is performed by
experts. The basic IQ is given by a total of 10 QAs for both
the printer and materials and stability. These describe dif-
ferent aspects of the system, including color rendition, uni-
formity, tone levels, and stability. The document appear-
ance characterization system has several advantages. It uses
high-level descriptors that cover a wide range of IQ issues,
such as defects and sharpness. The printer is separated from
materials and stability, allowing for separate analysis. The
system also has a clear advantage by being technology in-
dependent. In addition, the QAs in the system are some-
what orthogonal �i.e., they do not influence each other�.

The document appearance characterization system has
some drawbacks as well. Since the evaluation is carried out
mostly by experts, the results are influenced by the subjec-
tivity of the expert. The system might be unsuitable for
nonexperts due to its complexity, because the QAs are as-
sociated with known printing problems and technological
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)2
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ssues. The approach of this system is different from the
pproach taken by Morovic and Sun,11 where QAs were
hosen based on answers from observers, resulting in more
eneral QAs. The QAs in the model also are not adapted to
Q metrics, making it difficult to obtain a completely ob-
ective evaluation of IQ. However, the document appear-
nce characterization system was not intended to use only
Q metrics, since it was made for subjective evaluation by
xperts. In addition, the system does not directly account
or the contrast QA, which has been regarded as an impor-
ant QA by other researchers.4,5,11,17

Keelan14 also adopted the framework proposed by
artleson.7 He first identified important QAs, then found

he relationship between a subjective scale �based on just
oticeable differences� and an objective metric. In cases
here multiple QAs influence the quality of an image,
eelan’s approach found the influence of each QA to over-

ll IQ. Keelan adopted multivariate formalism as a tool to
ombine the influence of each QA and obtain a value for
verall IQ. QAs used in Keelan’s model were assumed to
e independent, which is different from the QAs used by
thers.4,5,11 The advantage of Keelan’s model is that QAs
o not influence each other and can be easily combined to
chieve an overall IQ, value which is not straightforward
or dependent QAs. However, the disadvantage is that it
ight be very difficult to identify independent QAs.
eelan’s model also assumes that objective metrics can be

eadily designed. Nonetheless, Keelan proposed a method
o deal with this issue; rather than considering several QAs,
he problem was approached by considering each noninde-
endent QA as a single QA with several facets.

Engeldrum focused on building an IQ model that par-
ially adopted Bartleson’s framework.12 He proposed the IQ
ircle, which is based on four elements: customer quality
reference, technology variables, physical image param-
ters, and customer perceptions. The last element, customer
erceptions, contains the perceptual QAs �or “nesses”�,
hich is the topic of this study. The IQ circle shows the

elationship between objective and subjective quality, but it
oes not include which nesses are important nor how they
hould be quantified. Engeldrum also stated that observers
ost likely would not be able to perceive more than five
As simultaneously. This statement is contradictory to the
ther IQ models that use QAs, such as the document ap-
earance characterization system, in which a total of 20
As �10 for each side of the system� were evaluated. Norb-

rg et al. evaluated overall IQ and nine QAs.5 Lindberg
valuated overall IQ in addition to 12 QAs, but analysis
howed that these QAs could be reduced to only two QAs.4

Many other IQ models have been proposed.11,15,21 Some
f these used IQ metrics, which calculate one or several
alues to represent IQ. IQ metrics can be full-reference,
educed-reference, or no-reference. The first type accepts
n original and uses it to calculate IQ, the second type
ccepts parts of an original �for example, a subsignal� in the
alculation, and the third type does not use information
rom an original. One of the full-reference metrics is
-CIELAB,15 where spatial preprocessing of the image is
arried out before the CIELAB color difference formula22

s applied to calculate IQ. Metrics like S-CIELAB and oth-
rs are most often constructed to quantify either overall
uality or the quality of specific QAs. These metrics usu-
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011016-
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ally incorporate several stages of processing. Each stage is
linked to a specific aspect of IQ, where characteristics of
different QAs are taken into account. There are several dif-
ferent approaches to measure IQ. S-CIELAB15 and �Icm

11

are built on the idea that color differences are responsible
for a large proportion of the differences between an original
and its reproduction. Another IQ metric, structural similar-
ity �SSIM�, is based on the degradation of structural
information.27 Many of these metrics were proposed for
different purposes, such as image difference and image fi-
delity. For a complete overview of full-reference IQ met-
rics, we refer the reader to Pedersen and Hardeberg.23

2.3 Important Issues Regarding the Selection of
QAs

Our investigation of the existing literature on QAs and IQ
models revealed several issues that must be dealt with in
the selection of QAs and their use with IQ models. Usually
tradeoffs exist among the different issues that require com-
promises.

The selection of QAs can be based on different aspects,
such as technological issues or perception. Several aspects
influence the selection of QAs, such as the basis on which
to select the QAs and the intended use of the QAs. QAs
based solely on technological issues might not be suitable
to evaluate perceived IQ, and vice versa.

The basis upon which QAs have been selected also af-
fects the evaluation of QAs, whether subjective or objective
evaluation methods are used. For subjective evaluation, the
complexity of the QAs determines the required expertise
level of the observer. For objective evaluation, some QAs
might be specially designed for measuring devices, while
others are intended for IQ metrics.

As mentioned previously, IQ models usually work on a
subset of QAs. The number of QAs, commonly referred to
as the dimensionality, is important for the evaluation. Ac-
cording to Engeldrum, the use of more than five QAs is
most likely unnecessary. A tradeoff exists between the pre-
cision of different QAs and the number of QAs used. Using
a higher number of QAs will give a more precise view of
the QAs and IQ; however, observers in a perceptual experi-
ment might not consider all of the QAs, and QAs that are
not considered will most likely not influence the perceived
IQ. If all these QAs are considered, either by observers or
objective methods they might provide inaccurate or in the
worst case less precise results.

Another very important issue is independence. If the
QAs are independent, the quality that results from them can
easily be combined to obtain an overall IQ value. However,
it is difficult to identify completely independent QAs, and
special care must be taken when analyzing the results or
combining the results from different QAs to obtain a value
for overall IQ. Keelan proposed a method to test for inter-
actions between QAs that used different sample series in
perceptual experiment.14

The size �i.e., the number of sub-QAs or range of val-
ues� of the different QAs will also have impact, both on
how they are used and how to analyze them. The skewness
of QAs in an IQ model must be addressed, and it is not a
straightforward process to combine QAs of different sizes.

Several key issues that must be dealt with when select-
ing QAs and building IQ models are summarized here:
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)3
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• origin of QAs
• intended use
• dimensionality
• independence
• QA size.

hese key issues will be discussed in the next section,
here we investigate and select QAs for the evaluation of

olor prints.

Investigation and Selection of Important
Quality Attributes

he first step in developing an IQ model is to identify the
elevant and important QAs. We took the approach of doing

survey of the existing literature. Numerous QAs have
een considered as important and evaluated by researchers
o quantify IQ. To avoid excluding QAs in this part of the
nvestigation, we included QAs based on both technology
nd perception, and QAs used with different intentions.
hese QAs include, lightness,11,14 sharpness,4,5,9,24,25 blur,16

ontrast,4,5,11,17 banding,10,16,29,30 contouring,26

oise/graininess,6–8,16,24,27,28 details,5,11,17,18,24 naturalness,2

olor,3,17,18 hue,11,19 chroma,11 saturation,17 color
endition,3,16 process color gamut,3 artifacts,17 mottle,4,25

loss,4,5 color reproduction,28 tone reproduction,16,28 color
hift,5,25 ordered noise,5 patchiness,5 line quality,3,31 text
uality,3 gamut size,32 adjacency,3 printer type,16 effective
esolution,3 effective tone levels,3 gloss uniformity,3 skin
olor,18 paper roughness,25,33 paper flatness,3 paper
hiteness,25,34 perceived gray value,24 structure changes,24

icro uniformity,3 macro uniformity,3 structure
roperties,24 color gamut,25 correctness of hue,35 colorful-
ess proportional to the original,35 correctness of
ightness,35 edge sharpness,31 and edge raggedness.31

When reducing these QAs we literature, we considered
everal important issues, as mentioned previously, includ-
ng the intended use of the QAs, and their origin. A long-
erm goal of this research is to create a link between sub-
ective and objective IQ of color prints. With this intention,
he QAs had to be based on perception and account for
echnological printing issues. The QAs had to be general
nough to be evaluated by observers; and in order to not
xclude novice observers, the QAs had to be somewhat
traightforward to evaluate. In addition, the QAs had to be
uitable for IQ metrics to address the intended objective
ethod. The existing sets of QAs and models did not fulfill

ll of these requirements, and therefore a new set of QAs
as needed.
Many of the QAs listed above are similar and have com-

on denominators, which allows them to be grouped
ithin more general QAs to reduce the dimensionality and

reate a more manageable evaluation of IQ. Usually a com-
romise is necessary between generality and accuracy
hen it comes to dimensionality. A small set of general
As results in lower accuracy but also lower complexity,
hile a higher dimensionality offers accuracy but with
reater complexity. We assigned most of the above QAs to
ix different dimensions considered important for the
valuation of IQ, which resulted in a reasonable compro-
ise between accuracy and complexity. It is also a number

lose to that identified by Engeldrum,12 who stated would
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011016-
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that observers not perceive more than five QAs simulta-
neously. We reduced the QAs found in the literature to the
following six:

1. The color QA contains aspects related to color such
as hue, saturation, and color rendition, except light-
ness.

2. The lightness QA is considered so perceptually im-
portant that it is beneficial to separate it from the
color QA.14 Lightness ranges from “light” to “dark.”1

3. The contrast QA can be described as the perceived
magnitude of visually meaningful differences, global
and local, in lightness and chromaticity within the
image.

4. The sharpness QA is related to the clarity of details9

and definition of edges.36,37

5. The artifacts QA includes noise, contouring, and
banding. In color printing, some artifacts can be per-
ceived in the resulting image. These artifacts can de-
grade the quality of an image if they are
detectable.38,39

6. The physical QA contains all physical parameters
that affect quality, such as paper properties and gloss.

These six QAs are concise, yet comprehensive, high-
level descriptors, being either artifactural �those which de-
grade the quality if detectable38,39� or preferential �those
which are always visible in an image and have preferred
positions39�.

We used Venn diagrams to create simple and intuitive
illustrations of the QAs and their influence on overall IQ.
Venn diagrams may be used to show possible logical rela-
tions between a set of attributes. However, it is not possible
to create a simple Venn diagram with a six-fold
symmetry.40 Therefore we illustrated the QAs using only
five folds, leaving the physical QA out. This does not mean
that the physical QA is less important than the other QAs.

The Venn diagram in Fig. 1 illustrates how the overall
IQ is influenced by one, two, three, four, or five of the QAs.
Many of the QAs are interdependent,41 making quality a

Color
Sharpness

Artifacts

Contrast
Lightness

Fig. 1 Simple Venn ellipse diagram with five folds used for an ab-
stract illustration of five different different QAs and the interactions
between then. Overall IQ can be influenced by one �yellow�, two
�red�, three �blue�, four �green�, or five �gray� of the QAs. �Color
online only.�
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)4
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ultidimensional issue,42 in this case five dimensions.
hese QAs can influence the overall quality in different
ays, and therefore the ellipses may not have equal sizes or

he same positions in all situations. It is difficult to reduce
ll of the QAs used in the literature to six dimensions while
reserving independence and including perceptual QAs. It
s very difficult, if not impossible, to do this while account-
ng for most of the aspects of IQ for color prints. These
ifficulties present a disadvantage, since they lead to a
ore complex analysis of the results. However, methods

ave been proposed to deal with this problem.14

The six QAs identified above are a good starting point
or the quality evaluation of color prints, and they can be
dapted to different situations. Each of these QAs can be
ivided into sub-QAs for adaptation to specific issues, and
hereby increase the accuracy of the QAs. For example, the
rtifact QA can be divided into three sub-QAs: noise, con-
ouring, and banding. A separate analysis of these sub-QAs
an be advantageous since it allows for specific analysis
ither by experts or IQ metrics. When there is a skewness
n the distribution of QAs, separating the QAs into sub-
As can also prove useful for improving the balance

mong the QAs. Furthermore, some sub-QAs, such as uni-
ormity, can apply to several main QAs. This sub-QA can
e placed under the color QA, but also under the artifacts
A, since a lack of uniformity can be thought of as an

rtifact. The placement of these sub-QAs must be done
here it is most appropriate. Additionally, not all QAs
ight be used for a given evaluation of IQ. By excluding

ome QAs and dividing QAs into sub-QAs, we can con-
ider the QAs used by other researchers as special cases of
ur proposed QAs.

Next we will take a closer look at the six different QAs
nd identify links to QAs from the literature.

.1 Color
olor is a sensation. It is the result of the perception of

ight by the HVS.43 The color QA includes color-related
ssues like hue, saturation, and color rendition. Lightness is
ot a part of our color QA. Since our HVS processes light-
ess and chromaticity information differently, it is conve-
ient to treat these as separate QAs.14

Many of the QAs used in the literature can be linked to
ne of the six proposed QAs. Within our color QA, we can
nd several QAs used by other researchers, such as
olor,3,17,18 hue,11,19 chroma,11 saturation,17 color
endition,3,16 process color gamut,3 color reproduction,28

olor shift,5,25 gamut size,32 skin color,18 color gamut,25

orrectness of hue,35 and colorfulness proportional to the
riginal.35 Many of these can also be connected to the other
As discussed below.

.2 Lightness
common definition of lightness is the visual sensation by
hich the area where the visual stimulus is presented ap-
ears to emit more or less light in proportion to that emitted
y similarly illuminated areas perceived as a “white”
timulus.1 Variations in lightness range from “light” to
dark.”1

Many QAs used by other researchers can be included
ithin our lightness QA, like tone reproduction,16,28 per-

eived gray value,24 correctness of lightness,35 and
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011016-
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lightness.11,14 Other QAs are more difficult to link with just
one QA, such as color shift,5,25 gamut size,32 color gamut,25

process color gamut,3 and color rendition.3,16 All of these
QAs have ties to the lightness QA, but also to the color QA.
Other QAs will influence lightness but cannot be accounted
for within the lightness QA, such as paper flatness and
gloss level.

3.3 Contrast
Contrast is a difficult QA since there are many different
definitions of contrast.44–46 Michelson47 defined contrast as

Imax − Imin

Imax + Imin
,

where Imax and Imin represent the highest and lowest lumi-
nance. In Weber,48 contrast is defined as

I − Ib

Ib
,

where I represents the luminance of features, and Ib is the
background luminance. Root-mean-square �RMS� contrast
is another common way to define contrast:

RMS = � 1

n − 1�
i=1

n

�xi − x̄�2�1/2

,

where xi is a normalized gray level value, and x̄ is the mean
normalized gray level. Contrast can also be defined as the
visual property that makes an object distinguishable. This
definition is useful to express the readability of prints. An-
other definition of contrast is the lightness ratio between
two areas in an image. Fedorovskaya defined contrast as an
integrated impression of differences in lightness, or light-
ness variation observed within the whole picture.37 Keelan
defined contrast, in the context of color and tone reproduc-
tion, as the relationship between the original scene light-
ness perceived by the photographer and the final image
�reproduced� lightness perceived by the observer.14

Contrast is clearly difficult to define, and its definition
changes according to the application. Even so, the literature
distinctly presents some common characteristics of con-
trast. This commonality is related to chromaticity,49,50 and
because of this, a definition of contrast based solely on
lightness cannot describe perceived contrast in color prints.
As well as being correlated with color, contrast is also re-
lated to local and global impressions.49,50 Therefore, defi-
nitions that attempt to work on a global aspect are unsuit-
able for defining contrast in color prints.

The proposed QA is a perceptual QA, so a definition
should relate to the HVS. To account for all the character-
istics of contrast, we define contrast for color prints as the
perceived magnitude of visually meaningful differences,
both global and local, in the lightness and chromaticity
within the image. This definition takes into account the
characteristics of contrast and is applicable to color prints.

Our contrast QA can be linked with the use of contrast
by several researchers.4,5,11,17 Due to our definition of con-
trast, it will have ties with many different other QAs, such
as chroma, saturation, and lightness.
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)5
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.4 Sharpness
aviedes and Oberti related the perception of sharpness to

he clarity of detail and edge definition of an image.36

ouzit and MacDonald followed a similar thinking and re-
ated sharpness to details and edges.9 Fedorovskaya defined
verall sharpness as the overall impression of clarity of
dges observed within the whole picture.37 Sharpness is
elated to both details and edges, and because of this our
harpness QA is defined as the clarity of details and edge
efinition of an image.

QAs that are suitable to group within the sharpness QA
re diverse and many, including sharpness,4,5,9,24,25

etails,5,11,17,18,24 line quality,3,31 adjacency,3 blur,16 effec-
ive resolution,3 edge sharpness,31 and edge raggedness.31

.5 Artifacts
ifferent printing artifacts are found in our artifacts QA,

uch as noise, contouring, and banding. It is common to all
f these that if they are detectable, they contribute to deg-
adation of the quality of an image.39 In this QA, definitions
f sub-QAs can be useful. For printing, noise, contouring,
nd banding are often considered to be important artifacts.
mage noise can be defined as random variations in bright-
ess or color in an image. Contouring can be characterized
s the perceived color change within a small region exceed-
ng a threshold,51 which results in perceived discontinuity.
anding is the presence of extraneous lines or bands in a
rinted page,10,29 that appear as nonuniform light or dark
ines across the page.

We can link the proposed artifacts QA with several of
he QAs used in the literature. For example, contouring,26

oise/graininess,6–8,16,24,27,28 banding,10,16,29,30 artifacts,17

ffective tone levels,3 mottle,4,25 ordered noise,5

atchiness,5 structure changes,24 and structure properties.24

ll of these will degrade quality if detectable.

.6 Physical
ur proposed physical QA is important because the other
ve QAs cannot account for physical QAs such as paper
oughness and gloss level. Our investigation of the litera-
ure revealed these physical QAs to be very important for
he overall IQ, and therefore they should be accounted for
n the evaluation of IQ. Several QAs used by researchers fit
ithin this attribute, like paper roughness,25,33 paper
atness,3 gloss,4,5 and printer type.16

.7 Relations Among Quality Attributes
he six proposed QAs are not necessarily independent, and

n order to calculate overall IQ, it is important to know
hich QAs influence other QAs and the magnitude of their

nfluence. Our investigation of the literature revealed many
f the relationships among QAs. Color can be linked to a
umber of other attributes, including contrast.39,44 Color
ifferences can also be linked to different artifacts, such as
ontouring51 and banding.52 One way to preserve details in
amut mapping is to introduce a slight color difference,17

hich relates color to the sharpness QA where details are
ncluded. Other relations to sharpness can be found as well;
n the case of sharpening, a color difference can be
ntroduced.53,54 In extreme cases, sharpening can result in
alo artifacts caused by color differences.14
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011016-
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The last two links to the QA color can also occur due to
changes in lightness, creating relations to sharpness and
artifacts. Lightness can be linked to contrast,37,44,55 but also
to artifacts, such as banding52 and contouring.51

Contrast has already been linked to color39,44 and
lightness.37,44,55 It can be linked to sharpness as well,55–61

since an increase in contrast generally increases
sharpness.58 In the literature we also find relations to
contouring62 and banding63 artifacts.

Sharpness has also been linked with color,17,53,54

artifacts,14 and contrast.55–61 Another artifact that is com-
monly mentioned regarding sharpness is noise, and the re-
lationship between these QAs has been extensively exam-
ined in the literature.38,57,58,64,65

Artifacts can be related to a number of QAs. It has al-
ready been mentioned that noise relates to
sharpness38,57,58,64,65 and halos to lightness and color.14

While contouring is linked to contrast,62 banding can be
related to both color and lightness, since the bands can be
caused by lightness and or color variations,52 but also to
contrast.63 The relations for artifacts will change according
to the different artifacts evaluated.

Among the physical QAs, many relations can be found.
For example, paper characteristics can influence color34 and
artifacts �as lack of smoothness25�, while paper coating can
affect artifacts �for example, lack of uniformity5�.

In some situations, an increase in the quality of one QA
might reduce the quality of another QA. One example can
be the tradeoff between noise and sharpness, which has
been investigated in the literature.7

The relations mentioned here do not address the magni-
tude of influence between QAs, which will be dealt with in
future work.

4 Investigation of Quality Attributes in a Color
Workflow

In this section we will take a closer look at the first three
QAs: color, lightness, and contrast �see Fig. 2�. We con-
ducted on experiment to investigate quality issues in a color
workflow and to confirm the QAs proposed in the previous

Color
Sharpness

Artifacts

Contrast
Lightness

Fig. 2 Venn diagram showing a psychophysical experiment carried
out to investigate QAs in a color workflow. In this experiment, a
subset of the main QAs is considered to affect overall IQs color,
lightness, and contrast. �Color online only.�
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)6
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ection. A set of images was investigated by 15 observers to
etermine the most important QAs and which QAs the ob-
ervers used in the quality evaluation of a color workflow.
he observers were both male and female and ranged from
xperts to nonexperts.

The images were reproduced using the International
olor Consortium �ICC� perceptual rendering intent, which
djusts color appearance to achieve the most attractive re-
ult on a medium different from the original.66 In the evalu-
tion of this color workflow, the observers evaluated differ-
nt QAs, the influence that these QAs had on overall IQ,
nd how they affect the observers’ judgment of quality. For
ome QAs, the quality decreased, for other QAs, the quality
ncreased; and some QAs neither increased nor decreased
uality. Since investigating only the QAs that influence
uality might no give an incorrect representation of which
As were important, we required the observers to investi-
ate all the QAs. Thus, the instructions we gave to the
bservers were crucial for obtaining correct results.

.1 Experimental Setup

.1.1 Test images

o ensure the observers use a sufficiently large set of QAs,
hey were given a broad range of images, natural as well as
est charts, so the experiment would include different qual-
ty issues.67 To achieve this, we followed the recommenda-
ions of Field68 and CIE,69 who chose test images based on
he following criteria:

• low, medium, and high levels of lightness
• low, medium, and high levels of saturation
• hue primaries
• low, medium, and high contrast
• larger areas of the same color
• fine details
• memory colors as skin tones, grass, and sky blue
• color transitions
• neutral gray.

ost of the images were pictorial with a wide range of
cenes such as landscapes, portraits, and personal items
jewelry, books, and clothes�. This variety helped to char-
cterize the impacts for QAs14 and ensured that the observ-
rs examined a wide variety of QAs. In addition to the
ictorial images, test charts were included that were
ontent-free and included a selection of “interest area” col-
rs suitable for evaluation of different aspects of IQ.68

The experiment included a total of 56 images, as shown
n Fig. 4�b�: seven images from ISO,70 two images from
IE,69 three test charts, and 44 other images captured by

he authors. The 44 images captured by the authors were in
AW format and converted to RGB using Camera Raw 5.0

n Adobe PhotoShop CS4 with a resolution of 150 dpi and
16-bit encoding. The RAW images were manipulated by a
rofessional to look optimal, then verified by two other
rofessionals.

The images were printed at a resolution of 150 pixels
er inch and at a size resulting in a printed reproduction at
pproximately 8 by 10 inches.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011016-
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4.1.2 Color workflow
The first step in the color workflow was to re-render the set
of images from sRGB to the perceptual reference medium
gamut71 using the sRGB v4 perceptual transform. The out-
put profile �Fig. 3� was generated using the TC3.5 CMYK
test target, measured using a GretagMacbeth Eye-One Pro
spectrophotometer and ProfileMaker Pro 5.0.8. As a second
step, we applied linear lightness scaling compensation in
the CIE XYZ color space plus the hue-preserving minimum
�E clipping gamut mapping algorithm69 to the images to
re-render them from the perceptual reference medium
gamut to the gamut of the printing system. The linear light-
ness scaling was made between the black point CIELAB
coordinates of each image to the black point CIELAB co-
ordinates of the printing system contained in the output
profile. The last step was to convert the color data from the
profile connection space values to the CMYK values of the
printing system by a relative colorimetric transform. The
images were then printed with the Océ Color-Wave 600
wide format CMYK printer on Océ Red Label paper.*

4.1.3 Viewing conditions
Some observers were presented with a reference image on
an EIZO ColorEdge CG224 and some on an EIZO Col-
orEdge CG221 since the experiment was carried out in two
locations. The reference image was displayed at a color
temperature of 6500 K and a luminance level of 80 cd /m2

in accordance with sRGB specifications. This set was ren-
dered for sRGB display, so a monitor capable of displaying
the sRGB gamut was the most adapted reproduction device
for this set of images. In addition, the display was fitted
with a monitor hood to prevent glare. The printed images
were presented randomly in a controlled viewing room at a
color temperature of 5200 K, an illuminance level of
450�75 lux, and a color-rendering index of 96. The ob-
servers viewed the reference image and the printed image
simultaneously from a distance of approximately 60 cm.
The experiment was set up to follow the CIE guidelines69

as closely as possible.

4.1.4 Instructions given to the observers
The instructions given to the observers focused on the over-
all quality rating of the reproduction and an which QAs the
observer used in their evaluation. The instructions specified
that all QAs used in the evaluation should be stated, even if
they did not influence IQ. The following two questions
were given to the observers:

1. Is the printed image a pleasing reproduction?
2. According to you, which quality attributes influence

the quality of the reproduction?

For the first question a scale from 1 to 7 was given to the
observers where 1 represented the most pleasing reproduc-
tion. The following description for each level was provided
to help the observers in their evaluation:

1. most pleasing you can imagine
2. highly pleasing

*Océ LFM 050 Red Label specifications: 75 g /m2, whiteness CIE 159, thickness:
99 �m, acidity 7.5 pH, ISO brightness R457+UV 108%, ISO brightness R457—UV
88%, opacity 92%, not coated.
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)7
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3. very pleasing
4. fairly pleasing
5. moderately pleasing
6. poorly pleasing
7. least pleasing reproduction possible.

he QAs used during the experiment were noted on a form,
here QAs that decreased, increased, or did not influence
uality were denoted with different symbols. Since we
anted to see how the QAs used by the observers fit within
ur proposed QAs, no descriptions or proposals for QAs
ere given to the observers to prevent any influence on the
As and vocabulary used by the observers.

.2 Experimental Results
ifteen observers participated in the experiment. Five ob-
ervers rated the whole data set, and 10 observers rated

Fig. 3 Gamuts for the experiment shown with
sRGB gamut is on the top, the perceptual refere
the printer is on the bottom. The small outer wi
circle indicates 100 on the a and b axis.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011016-
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parts of the data set. A total of 452 evaluations were carried
out by the observers, where a scale value was given to each
image and the observers described the QAs they used in
their evaluation. The evaluation was carried out in several
sessions to prevent observer fatigue.

The overall average pleasantness of all images, based on
the seven-level scale, was found to be between fairly and
very pleasing �Fig. 4�a��. The whole scale was used in the
experiment. Ten observers used at least one of the extremes
on the seven-level scale. An analysis of the observers’ rat-
ings indicates that images where a majority of the large
areas had the same color �especially shadow areas� and
images with color transitions �both test charts and natural
images� were rated as least pleasing. An analysis of the
observers’ answers indicates that contouring was found in
the images with color transitions, and since the contouring
was highly perceivable in these images, the pleasantness

ifferent projections in the CIELAB space. The
edium gamut is in the middle, and the gamut of

indicates the sRGB gamut boundary, and the
three d
nce m

reframe
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)8
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7. Least pleasing

6. Poorly pleasing

5. Moderately pleasing

4. Fairly pleasing

3. Very pleasing

2. Highly pleasing

1. Most pleasing
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Ranking of average pleasantness for each of the 56 images

Average
pleasantness→

Fig. 4 �a� Average pleasantness rating for the 56 images in the experiment sorted from the most
pleasing image to the least pleasing image. Each rating is plotted with a 95% confidence interval. �b�
Thumbnails of the images below the graph are sorted in the same order, from left to right and top to
bottom with the most pleasing image in the top left corner and the least pleasing image in the bottom
right corner.
ournal of Electronic Imaging Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)011016-9
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ating was low. In some images with shadow areas, details
ere lost or were less visible, mainly due to the difference
etween the input and output gamut shown in Fig. 3. In
mages with color transitions, color breaks and loss of
moothness reduced the pleasantness of the image, which is
result of the gamut clipping algorithm. The images rated

o be most pleasant had average saturation, lightness, and
ontrast. An analysis of the observers’ results also reveals
hat the most pleasant images were equal or more colorful
han the original and had equal or better contrast than the
riginal. Here we will focus on the QAs used by the ob-
ervers; however, an evaluation and comparison of the
uality between the sRGB v4 perceptual transform and
RGB v2 transform was carried out elsewhere.72

For all observers, a total of more than 50 QAs were used
n the evaluation, with an average of 10 different QAs for
ach observer. For each image, an average of 2.95 QAs
ere used, with a minimum of 1 and a maximum of 8. This

ndicates that the observers did not consider a large number
f QAs in their evaluation of IQ. Many of the QAs used in
he experiment overlapped, such as lightness, brightness,
uminance, and darkness. All of these were connected to the
ightness of the image and were grouped within the light-
ess QA. A similar grouping was done for other QAs to fit
ithin the proposed set of QAs �Fig. 1�.
Color was the most frequently used QA by the observ-

rs. As shown in Fig. 5, color was used to describe the IQ
f more than 70% of the images. This is not surprising
ince it was a color workflow that we were investigating.
lso, the color QA is fairly wide, containing sub-QAs like
ue, saturation, and colorfulness. These three sub-QAs
ere used often by the observers, and often used together.
he second most used QA, sharpness, contains mainly two
ub-QAs: edges and details. Details, both in the highlights
nd shadows, were used frequently by the observers. Some
bservers also commented that a loss of contrast led to a
oss of perceived sharpness, since edges and details were
ess prominent. This phenomenon has also been acknowl-
dged in the literature.14,55,56 The third most frequently
sed QA, contrast, is a narrower QA than color and sharp-
ess. Because of this, it is interesting to note the observers’
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Fig. 5 Frequency of QAs used by the observe
were fitted to one of the important QAs propose
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011016-1
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frequent use of contrast in the evaluation of color prints. It
also confirms the need for a contrast QA in the evaluation
of IQ.

In the test images, sub-QAs such as noise, contouring
�lack of smoothness�, banding, and so on could be per-
ceived. The term “artifacts” or its sub-QAs were used in
approximately 40% of the images. Lightness was consid-
ered in more than 30% of the images. Even though it was
the least frequently used QA, some observers used the more
general term “color” rather than separating lightness and
chromaticity.

An analysis of the relations among QAs was carried out
using cross-tabulation and chi-square tests. The null hy-
pothesis H0 was that there was no relationship between two
QAs. The alternative hypothesis H1 was that there was a
relationship between two QAs. The p-values from this
analysis are shown in Table 1. For some combinations of
two QAs given a 5% significance level, H0 was rejected in
favor of H1. This result indicates a dependence between
color and lightness, but also between lightness and sharp-
ness, contrast and artifacts, and artifacts and lightness.
These results show that the observers’ use of these QAs
occurred simultaneously, but they do not show how the
QAs affected each other or the overall IQ.

In the experiment, the observers distinguished between
QAs that decreased IQ, did not influence IQ, or increased
IQ. The observers marked more QAs as decreasing quality
than the two other groups and more QAs increasing quality
than QAs that did not influence IQ. Figure 6 shows the
distribution of the three groups for each of the five QAs.
For the artifacts attribute, some observers stated that the
lack of artifacts increased quality. The observers did not
consider artifacts where it did not influence IQ, indicating
that artifacts were only considered when they were perceiv-
able or not present in areas where observers expected to
find artifacts. In the sharpness QA a lack of details in sev-
eral of the reproductions contributed to decreased IQ.
Therefore, we did not find an equal distribution between
increasing and decreasing IQ as was observed for color,
contrast, and lightness.

We investigated the dependence between image charac-

cts Contrast Lightness
tributes

e experiment. All QAs used by the observers
e previous section.
Artifa
ality At

rs in th
d in th
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eristics and the usage of the three quality levels �decreas-
ng, not influencing, and increasing� for each QA. Cross-
abulation showed a dependence between the use of
rtifacts that decreased quality and images classified as test
harts. This is not surprising since contouring and a lack of
moothness were most perceptible in these images. A de-
endence between fine details and increased quality due to
ontrast was found as well; this indicates that contrast is
mportant for the perception of details. Low lightness and
n increased IQ due to lightness also showed mutual depen-
ence.

In this experiment, the physical QA was not considered
nd was therefore not a part of the analysis. Some QAs
sed by the observers were difficult to link with one of the
ve important QAs, such as naturalness and warmness.
hese QAs can be linked with changes in other QAs, such
s color and lightness.

Conclusion and Future Directions
n this paper we identified and categorized existing QAs,
nd proposed a refined set of selection criteria of the most
eaningful QAs for the evaluation of color prints. The

umber of QAs considered to be important in IQ evaluation
as reduced to a set of six QAs: color, lightness, sharpness,

ontrast, physical, and artifacts. These QAs present a good

Table 1 Results from cross-tabulation and chi-s
is a dependence between color and lightness,
artifacts and lightness.

Sharpness Color

Sharpness 0 0.997

Color 0.9976 0

Artifacts 0.1676 0.219

Contrast 0.2392 0.722

Lightness 0.0052 �0.000

Sharpness Color
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Fig. 6 Normalized frequency distribution of Q
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starting point to describe overall IQ, and they can be con-
sidered as a step toward achieving a link between objective
and subjective IQ.

A psychophysical experiment was carried out to evaluate
a color workflow where QAs used by observers were re-
corded and analyzed. Results obtained from this experiment
support the proposed set of QAs.

Future work includes the investigation of interactions
between different QAs, locally and globally, and their in-
fluence on overall IQ. The incorporation of IQ metrics in a
framework should be considered to achieve an objective
evaluation of IQ. Comparing different output devices and
using office documents as input are both considered to be
relevant further steps in the investigation of QAs.
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